The comparison of world music cultures has been a recurring topic in the field of musicology since the end of the 19th century. Recent advances in technology in the field of Music Information Retrieval allow for a large-scale analysis of music corpora. We review manual and computational approaches in the literature that fall within the scope of music corpus research and world music analysis. With a large-scale computational music corpus analysis in mind we compare the tools and research questions addressed by each study and discuss strengths and weaknesses. Taking into account critical remarks from experts in the field and challenges involved in a large-scale computational analysis we discuss how this line of research can be improved in future work.
Introduction
The comparison of world music cultures has been of interest to musicologists and anthropologists since the end of the 19th century. Comparative musicology is termed as a subdiscipline of musicology (Adler, 1885) and experts in the field have made great progress in music data collection and analysis (Lomax, 1976; von Hornbostel & Sachs, 1961; Savage, Merritt, Rzeszutek, & Brown, 2012) . Though traditional forms of musicological analysis provide a great deal of expert knowledge, the manual annotation involved in the process is time-consuming and limits the potential for large-scale insights.
The use of computers for the comparison and classification of music cultures was already conceived in the middle of the 20th century (Bronson, 1949; Rhodes, 1965) . Today, the advances of technology in the field of Music Information Retrieval (MIR) (Downie, 2003) allow for a thorough computational analysis of large music collections. The application of MIR techniques for the study of world music falls under the subdiscipline of Computational Ethnomusicology (Tzanetakis, Kapur, Schloss, & Wright, 2007) . Several research projects have focused on the development of MIR tools for the study of specific world music corpora (Marolt, Vratanar, & Strle, 2009; Abdallah et al., 2017; Serra, 2011; Fillon et al., 2014; Kroher, Díaz-Báñez, Mora, & Gómez, 2016; Moelants, Cornelis, & Leman, 2009 ). Applications of MIR tools to the study and comparison of large world music corpora however are yet to be explored.
The fields of ethnomusicology and MIR have set the grounds for a largescale comparison of world music. These fields bring different expertise to the challenging study of world music and the collaboration between the two has been considered a great advantage Neubarth, Bergeron, & Conklin, 2011; Inskip & Wiering, 2015) . We are interested in a large-scale computational analysis of world music integrating knowledge from both ethnomusicology and MIR.
With this paper we review music corpus studies from both fields. We compare the size and scope of music corpora used in manual and computational approaches and contrast the research questions and findings of each approach. We also compare the music descriptors and data mining tools used in each study. Major comparative studies have also received criticism (Nettl, 1970; Clarke, 2014; Fink, 2013; Underwood, 2015) . We highlight the strengths and weaknesses of state of the art research and point towards remaining challenges and lessons learnt for an improved computational study in the future. This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 starts with a brief explanation of the terminology (Section 2.1) before moving to the literature review of music corpus studies with manual (Section 2.2) and computational (Section 2.3) approaches. Section 3 summarises criticism of major music corpus studies and Section 4 provides an overview of the challenges involved in largescale computational analysis of world music. Further discussion of strengths and weaknesses of the state of the art research as well as concluding remarks are presented in Section 5.
Music Corpus Studies
There are numerous manual and computational approaches for the comparison of world music cultures via data mining of large music corpora. Studies reviewed here are selected based on four primary criteria. The first two criteria are a) the size of the corpus they analyse and b) the research question they address. In particular, we exclude computational studies whose research question is not targeted at understanding the corpus itself but rather at assessing the methods or pursuing a specific algorithmic challenge. Likewise, we exclude manual studies that explore a relatively small (less than 100 recordings) or very specific corpus as it is unlikely that the methods are scalable and generalisable to non-specific corpora. The other two criteria require that c) the studies under review are primarily concerned with the comparison of music cultures and d) they provide a rather systematic approach in their methodology. Our primary interest is the comparison of world music cultures but since not many studies have considered a world music corpus we expand our review to include comparative music studies on popular, classical, and folk and traditional music repertoires. Our review is primarily focused on studies that process music information from the sound recording or the music notation. World music studies based on historical, cultural, or other metadata information (Barrett, 1996; Baily & Collyer, 2006) are beyond the scope of the present review.
While we attempt to list the most important corpus-based music studies in the literature so far we acknowledge that our list is not exhaustive and that we might have overlooked studies with similar methodologies but slightly different scope. A summary of the music studies under review along with their musical material and findings is presented in Tables 1 and 2 .
Terminology
Terms and concepts frequently used in this literature review are explained in the paragraphs below. One of the most ambiguous terms is that of world music. The term can have various interpretations, and throughout the lit-erature it has been used to denote popular and classical musics from around the world and from different eras (Bohlman, 2002) . We use world music to define folk and traditional music from around the world. Folk music can be defined as "the product of a musical tradition that has been evolved through the process of oral transmission. The factors that shape the tradition are:
(i) continuity which links the present with the past; (ii) variation which springs from the creative impulse of the individual or the group; and (iii) selection by the community, which determines the form or forms in which the music survives" (International Folk Music Council, 1955) .The folk and traditional music corpora we are interested in include Western folk music but exclude Western art music. Music corpus in this case defines a collection of music pieces in recorded form or musical notation. A corpus-based study addresses primarily research questions regarding the characteristics of the music corpus.
We often refer to two major research fields, ethnomusicology and MIR.
Ethnomusicology traditionally focused on the study of non-Western music of oral traditions but today expands to the study of all music of the world in its social and cultural context (Pegg, Myers, Bohlman, & Stokes, 2001; Dahlig-Turek, Klotz, Parncutt, & Wiering, 2012) . The term ethnomusicology was adopted to replace comparative musicology, but its concept is not only to study the world's musics from a comparative perspective but also to expand on the role of music within a culture and as a reflection of culture (Nettl, 2005) . Another related field of musicology is systematic musicology (Adler, 1885) , which includes the study of collections of music using analytical, statistical, or computational approaches (Leman, 2008) . Systematic musicology addresses "how music practices can be understood, explained as a system (both from a psychoneuronal and social point of view), and possibly further explored and exploited (for example in connection with technology)"
and it involves the study of music with methods from interdisciplinary fields including the humanities and sciences (Leman, 2008) .
MIR is foremost concerned with the extraction and inference of musically relevant features (from the audio signal, symbolic representation or external sources such as web pages), indexing of music using these features, and the development of different search and retrieval schemes (for instance, content-based search, music recommendation systems, or user interfaces for browsing large music collections) (Schedl, Gomez, & Urbano, 2014) . Digital musicology is defined as interdisciplinary music research which encourages the use of technical infrastructure for musicology (Wiering & Benetos, 2013) . A related term, computational musicology, has been used to denote the research area that combines questions, methods and insights from both musicology and computer science (Bel & Vecchione, 1993; Volk, Wiering, & van Kranenburg, 2011) . The application of computational approaches to address musicological questions contributes to solving traditional problems, such as the time consuming task of manual music annotation, and opens new directions for musicological research, for example, big music data analyses.
We also make the following distinctions. The medium of music representation studied in the various manual and computational approaches reviewed in this study can be either the sound recording or music notation.
The former captures an acoustic representation of music as an audio signal whereas the latter defines a symbolic representation of music as a score or other music notation system. The systematic description of music can be made with either manual annotations or automatically extracted features. The former denotes the process of human experts manually annotating music attributes for each music piece, for example the Cantometrics and Cantocore system for world music (Lomax, 1976; Savage et al., 2012) and the Music Genome project for Western popular music (Prockup et al., 2015) . Automatic feature extraction denotes the computational approach to derive music attributes from the audio signal, for example using the Librosa software (McFee et al., 2015) , MARSYAS (Tzanetakis & Cook, 2000) , MIR Toolbox (Lartillot & Toiviainen, 2007) , or from the music notation, for example via the jSymbolic toolbox (McKay, 2010) , or music21 (Cuthbert & Ariza, 2010) . We refer to studies based on human annotations to music description as manual approaches and studies based on automatically extracted features as computational approaches. Manual approaches could still employ computational methods at a later stage of the analysis. However, the initial music annotation (human or automatic) that the analysis is based on, is what defines the approach as manual or computational throughout this review.
Manual approaches
Many studies in the field of ethnomusicology have considered and discussed the comparison of music cultures (Feld, 1984; Tenzer, 2006; Nettl & Bohlman, 1991; Nettl, 2015) . Feld (1984) reflects on the approaches of comparative music studies and discusses the need for a qualitative comparison as well as the research questions that could contribute to the understanding of sociomusical practices. Tenzer (2006) explores music repertoires from around the world and reviews the contexts of their performance and creation and the ways to hear and conceive the different musical attributes. Nettl and Bohlman (1991) discuss the methodological and theoretical foundations as well as significant issues in the history of ethnomusicology. Nettl (2015) provides an overview of ethnomusicological research and focuses on concepts and issues that have caused a long ethnomusicological discourse.
A review of comparative music studies is also presented by Savage and Brown (2013) . The authors redefine the field of comparative musicology, revisiting the research goals and discussing potential contributions of the field to the study of music classification, cultural evolution, human history, music universals, and biological evolution. In this paper we review a subset of these studies matching the criteria defined in the first paragraph of Section 2 and expand on music studies with computational approaches.
Audio recordings
One of the major comparative musicologists in the 1960s was Alan Lomax who collected more than 4000 recordings from many geographical areas and developed an annotation system, 'Cantometrics' (Lomax, 1976) , to categorise the music cultures of the world (Lomax, 1968) . Using a phylogenetic analysis, Lomax (1980, p. 39) observed two evolutionary roots, the Siberian and African Gatherers music styles. More recently, Savage and Brown (2014) analysed 259 traditional songs from 12 indigenous populations from Taiwan using 26 features from the 'Cantocore' system focusing on rhythm, pitch, texture, and form. Using clustering analysis Savage and Brown (2014) showed that songs can be grouped in 5 clusters correlated with geographical factors and repertoire diversity. With a smaller corpus of 72 songs, Mora, Gómez, Gómez, Escobar-Borrego, and Díaz-Báñez (2010) developed a set of manual annotations for two flamenco styles, deblas and martinetes, and measured inter-and intra-style similarity with Euclidean distances and phylogenetic trees. A related study (Kroher, Gómez, Guas-tavino, Gómez, & Bonada, 2014) investigated similarity measures based on manually annotated and computationally extracted flamenco features and compared these measures to human ratings of melodic similarity.
Another application of comparative musicology is in the search for musical universals, i.e. the systematic comparison of the world's musics in order to understand how music features evolve over time and space (Brown & Jordania, 2011) . The study of music universals received considerable attention in the 1970s with two journals, Ethnomusicology (1971) and The World of Music (1977) , devoted to this topic. Savage, Brown, Sakai, and Currie (2015) analysed 304 recordings contained in the 'Garland Encyclopedia of World Music' (Nettl, Stone, Porter, & Rice, 1998) Other music comparative studies have focused on contrasting music to genetic and language evolution. Rzeszutek, Savage, and Brown (2012) annotated 421 traditional songs from 16 Austronesian-speaking populations from Taiwan and the northern Philippines using the Cantocore system. Correlations between music and genes showed that the majority of musical variability is due to differences within populations rather than differences between populations. In a similar study with 220 traditional songs from 9 indigenous populations from Taiwan, and a set of 41 descriptors (26 from Cantocore and 15 from Cantometrics systems), Brown et al. (2014) showed that population structures for genetics indicate stronger parallels to music than to language. Savage, Matsumae, et al. (2015) 
Music notation
A few studies were found using manual approaches to explore relatively large corpora of music notation. Bronson (1950) analysed several melodic, rhythmic, and structural attributes of 100 British folk tunes from the 16th to the 20th century. His findings include comparative statistics of the use of tune length, modes, meters, cadences, and phrase patterns over the time span of five centuries.A related study (Savage, 2017) , analysed 4125 BritishAmerican narrative songs from the Child ballads collection (Bronson, 1972) notated between 1575 − 1972. Hypotheses related to music culture evolution were tested and analysis showed that, amongst others, "functional notes are more resistant to change than ornamental notes and substitutions are more likely to occur between small melodic distances than large ones" (Savage, 2017, p. 68) . Freeman and Merriam (1956) compared the use of pitch intervals in a small corpus of 40 songs from two music cultures, the Ketu cult of Bahia, Brazil, and the Rada cult of Trinidad. He found that the two cultures can be distinguished by characteristic uses of major second and minor third intervals. Volk and van Kranenburg (2012) developed an annotation method for 360 Dutch folk melodies including features capturing aspects of contour, rhythm, and motif similarity. They found that the recurrence of characteristic motifs is the most important feature for establishing similarity in Dutch folk melodies. Musicological hypotheses were also tested in a study of harmonic usage in American popular music as it evolved from the 1950s to the 1990s (Burgoyne, Wild, & Fujinaga, 2013) . The authors used 1379 songs from the Billboard dataset with chord transcriptions manually annotated by experts (Burgoyne, Wild, & Fujinaga, 2011) , and performed compositional data analysis to illustrate changes in harmonic usage over time. They found that there is a greater use of minor tonalities over time and dominant chords become less frequent than tonic and subdominant chords in recent songs.
A number of studies that have explored statistical techniques for the analysis of specific music notation corpora can be reviewed in Nettheim (1997), Temperley and Van Handel (2013) , Gustar (2014) , Walshaw (2014) and references therein. The majority of these studies focus on either small corpora or corpora and methods of very specific music styles and are thus beyond the scope of this review. It is also worth noting here that many world music cultures are orally transmitted and the resources of music notation are often limited. What is more, the study of music notation corpora employed computational tools from an early stage (Bronson, 1949; Scherrer & Scherrer, 1971) and therefore these are summarised under computational approaches in Section 2.3.2.
A summary of the manual approaches reviewed above is shown in Table 1.
Computational approaches
The use of computers for the comparison or classification of music cultures has been considered as early as the middle of the 20th century (Bronson, 1949; Rhodes, 1965) . Music corpus studies using computational tools have been considered in the fields of MIR and digital musicology. In these studies the corpus is usually larger due to the efficiency of computational analysis but questions are raised on how representative and meaningful the automatically extracted features are. Below we review computational approaches using sound recordings and music notation.
Audio recordings
A number of computational approaches have focused on studying stylistic characteristics as they evolve over time. A study of 1010 recordings from the top 40 of the Billboard Hot 100 charts between 1965 − 2009 revealed that popular recordings became longer in duration and more sad-sounding over time (Schellenberg & von Scheve, 2012) . Serrà, Corral, Boguñá, Haro, and Arcos (2012) from the Million Song Dataset, audio features related to pitch, timbre, and loudness, and topic models (Blei & Lafferty, 2006) , and showed that the most influential songs were more innovative during the early 1970s and the mid 1990s than at other times. Mauch, MacCallum, Levy, and Leroi (2015) studied harmonic and timbral content in 17094 songs covering 86% of the US Billboard Hot 100 between 1960 − 2010. Using topic modelling and clustering analysis they concluded that USA pop music evolved with particular rapidity during three stylistic 'revolutions ' around 1964, 1983 and 1991. With respect to non-Western music repertoires, Moelants et al. (2009) studied pitch distributions in 901 recordings from Central Africa 1 . They observed that music from Central Africa does not conform to the 12-tone equal temperament, however in recent recordings there seems to be a tendency to the use of more equally-tempered scales. Gómez, Haro, and Herrera (2009) studied music style classification in a dataset of 5905 recordings of Western and non-Western traditions using tonal, timbral, and rhythmic features.
Their analysis verifies that Western music is more equal-tempered than nonWestern and an investigation of which features correlate most with geographical regions indicated that latitude is mostly associated with tonal features and longitude with rhythmic ones. Other approaches to non-Western music analysis include the automatic classification of audio recordings into global cultural areas (Kruspe, Lukashevich, Abeßer, Großmann, & Dittmar, 2011; Zhou, Claire, & King, 2014) , classification of ethnomusicological recordings by timbre features (Fourer, Rouas, Hanna, & Robine, 2014) , the study of pitch distributions in Turkish (Bozkurt, 2008) , Byzantine (Panteli & Purwins, 2013) , and Indian classical (Ganguli, Gulati, Serra, & Rao, 2016 ) mu-sic, rhythmic patterns in Turkish (Holzapfel & Stylianou, 2009 ) and Indian art (Srinivasamurthy, Holzapfel, & Serra, 2014 ) music, and the development of computational models for investigating similarity in world music corpora (Holzapfel, 2010; Panteli, Benetos, & Dixon, 2016) .
Music notation
Computational approaches have also been applied to analyse music in symbolic representation. A study of melodic contours from 6251 European folk songs from the Essen Folksong Collection (Schaffrath, 1995) revealed that melodies tend to exhibit an arc-shaped pitch contour (Huron, 1996) . (Russell, 2003) . Other approaches to studying music corpora include the classification of folk Dutch melodies with local and global features (Van Kranenburg, Volk, & Wiering, 2013) , and the analysis of melodic patterns in Cretan folk songs (Conklin & Anagnostopoulou, 2011) .
A summary of the computational approaches reviewed above is shown in The size of corpus, the type of features, and the findings of music corpus studies in the literature using computational approaches. The count of descriptors is denoted by '-' when the exact number of features was not explicitly stated in the corresponding published work.
Critical remarks
Music corpus studies seen in the literature so far have received considerable criticism. In this section we review issues raised about the most popular comparative studies.
The work by Lomax (1976) has concerned ethnomusicologists and anthropologists (Dubinskas, 1983; Nettl, 1970; Feld, 1984) . Some of the critical remarks as Nettl (1970) suggests are that the dataset samples too few songs from each culture and that the annotation system (Cantometrics) may not be representative because the annotators may lack a complete understanding of the music: "Can someone understand a music without immersing oneself in it for years?" (Nettl, 1970, p. 439) . Furthermore, annotations may not be very reliable due to the difficulty of the task for human listeners, "evaluating by ear such elusive qualities as vocal rasp, nasality, and vocal width (which are not standard or widely used concepts in musicology) and assigning their relative degree in a recording according to a scale of up to ten points would appear to be a questionable procedure" (Nettl, 1970, p. 440) . Feld (1984) discusses the need for a qualitative and intensive comparative musicology and comments that "the best way to answer Lomax's questions about the systematic nature of musical representation in social organisation is to study them on the ground, in the field, up close, over long periods of time, where sound structures are observably and undeniably socially structured". He also defines research questions under six domains (competence, form, performance, environment, value and equality, theory) that could contribute to the comparison of socio-musical realities and practices.
Savage and Brown (2014) described key themes in comparative musicology and included, amongst others, the generation of a musical map of the world reflecting aspects of cultural diversity and evolution. Clarke (2014) criticises the properties of the music to be considered in the creation of such a map: "Should it be based on musical production (composition, performance), or consumption (concert going, private listening)? Should we consider the public sphere (larger, widely advertised events) or the (semi-)private (domestic get-togethers and community gatherings)?" (Clarke, 2014, p. 9) . He also raises a point about temporal evolution, "traditions evolve, styles mutate, patterns of consumption change", that is not captured in a static collection of music and a projected local map "would be just one snapshot on a much larger diachronic continuum" (Clarke, 2014, p. 9 ).
Large-scale computational approaches to music corpus analysis have also received criticism. One of the major issues for the study of Serrà et al. (2012) is the suitability of the corpus. Fink (2013) observes that the study investigates evolutionary trends in the Million Song Dataset, a dataset created primarily for the evaluation of MIR algorithms. As Fink (2013) mentions, "any conclusions drawn from the MSD are already constrained by the assumptions and mindset of the industry-research teams that created the database". Another major drawback is that the music coding system is not easily interpretable and numerical representations derived from the model can be questioned as to whether they contain meaningful musical information (Fink, 2013; Wallmark, 2013) . What is more, Western bias may influence the interpretation of results (Fink, 2013 ) and the social context in which the music is actually heard is disregarded in such computational analysis (Wallmark, 2013) .
Similar critical remarks apply to the study by Mauch et al. (2015) . Underwood (2015) discusses whether measures of stylistic "distance" between songs can indicate cultural change and how robust these measures can be. In another post, Underwood, Long, So, and Zhu (2016) suggest that statistical significance is calculated in a misleading way, "only two of the three "revolutions" it [ (Mauch et al., 2015) ] reported are really significant at p < 0.05, and it misses some odd periods of stasis that are just as significant as the periods of acceleration". Thompson (2015) points to some alternative factors, namely the change in the Billboard measurement system in 1991, that might have contributed to observing a music revolution in 1991 as concluded by Mauch et al. (2015) .
The critical remarks presented above for different studies in the literature are often overlapping. For example, the suitability of the corpus has been questioned in both manual (Lomax, 1976) and computational (Serrà et al., 2012) approaches. The reliability of music annotations can be an issue in both approaches (see for example remarks by Nettl (1970) and Fink (2013) above). On one hand human experts may not be able to reliably annotate fine-grained musical characteristics judging solely by ear. On the other hand computational systems may fail to capture high-level attributes for example aspects of music perception and cognition. The above criticism gives valuable feedback on challenges that need to be addressed for improved music corpus-based studies.
4 Challenges for a large-scale computational analysis of world music
In the literature reviewed above we have seen comparative approaches of world music with relatively small corpora of audio recordings (Lomax, 1980; , and large-scale approaches focusing mainly on Western music corpora (Serrà et al., 2012; Mauch et al., 2015) . A large-scale comparative study of world music cultures has not been addressed yet.
Nettl (2005, p. 11) reflects on the interculturally comparative perspective of ethnomusicologists who "look at each musical culture from a viewpoint that relates it to the world of music, a world comprised of a multitude of musical cultures that are alike in some ways and different in others, and they believe that insight can be gained from comparison". We too value the insights gained by such a comparison and we are particularly interested in studying the ways musical cultures of the world are different or alike and the reasons for such differences and similarities.
Other research questions that could be addressed with a music comparison include identifying which aspects of music are universal to all cultures and investigating whether language influences the musical tradition. Computational tools could aid such comparisons and large-scale analysis could increase the impact of any findings. Large-scale approaches can also be useful towards analysing the music of a specific culture or style, by simply making the conclusions more reliable or by enabling the study of trends over time or smaller geographical regions. However, a large-scale comparison with computational tools includes several challenges with respect to processing information from the metadata and the audio recordings as well as generalising findings from big data collections. Below we list the major challenges associated with this line of research.
Restricted access to audio recordings. While several research projects and institutions make great efforts to increase the accessibility to audio music collections (Porter, Sordo, & Serra, 2013; Franzen, 2016; Abdallah et al., 2017) , a lot of recorded world music is still not available for research due to copyright and other ethical issues 2 . To create a world music corpus we need to combine sound recordings from distributed sources and collections.
This brings up further challenges in setting up legal agreements with the owners of each collection and processing the information from each source in a unified manner. The Digital Music Lab project (Abdallah et al., 2017) proposed to circumvent this problem by performing the analysis locally on each collection and aggregating the results centrally.
Unbalanced collections. Access to fieldwork in ethnomusicology as well as in other ethnographic research is affected by spatial and temporal parameters (Hammersley, 2006; Barz & Cooley, 2008) . In large collections of world music recordings it is often the case that Western-influenced music traditions are more represented than non-Western. A comparative study on world music however requires a balanced corpus with a good representation of the geographical and cultural diversity of world music as well as a good temporal spread of the music eras.
Corpus creation. Creating a corpus suitable for the computational study of world music imposes further challenges in terms of qualitative and quantitative criteria. As seen in past criticism (Section 3), the corpus needs to include the most representative samples from each music culture (Nettl, 1970) , and the assumptions made to create the corpus must be in line with the research questions under study (Fink, 2013) . This requires addressing what defines a good sample, how to balance the diversity, and how to maximize the size of this corpus to obtain large-scale results. Serra (2014) defines five criteria, namely the purpose, coverage, completeness, quality, and reusability to be taken into account when creating corpora for the comas the research is non-commercial, the resources are properly acknowledged, and the research results cannot recreate the original works (see for example regulations for research in the UK at https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/intellectual-property -office).
putational study of music. Similar criteria are also followed by Kroher et al. (2016) for the creation of a corpus for the computational study of flamenco music.
Interpretation of metadata. In order to study the relationships between musical content and metadata of world music, spatio-temporal information of the origins of the music is required. In world music recordings the temporal information associated with the metadata represents the time the music was recorded but does not necessarily represent the time at which it was composed. For example, for most folk music the time and location of a song's composition remains unknown. What is more, unlike Western popular music where there is often a common agreement concerning the taxonomy of music styles, in world music the classification of music styles is still in great discourse (Lomax & Berkowitz, 1972; Clayton, Herbert, & Middleton, 2003) . The assumptions made when creating the metadata need also to be considered, for example, the purpose of the metadata creation and the background and interest of the curators. There are therefore greater challenges involved in processing the metadata for world music.
Incorrect metadata. Depending on the collector and the era in which a recording session took place, the information registered for each recording varies vastly or is absent altogether. A great challenge is therefore to combine all the available information and create a consistent database of metadata. In several cases information on the culture or language of a recording is misspelled or the registered location is inconsistent with the latest geopolitical maps (e.g., 'USSR' or 'Yugoslavia' whose borders and political status have changed). Automatic correction of this type of metadata requires techniques from natural language processing and geopolitical database matching.
Lack of ground truth. The comparison of world music cultures comprises an exploratory type of research. There is scattered information concerning the ways in which music cultures might be similar, but there is no single source defining all possible relations between them. For computational approaches, it is often necessary to have a ground truth which is used to train and also assess the performance of the algorithms. The notion of music similarity is subjective and considering especially the diversity in world music, creating a ground truth of music similarity judgements is very difficult. Not only is the music diverse and the corpus large, but also music perception varies between listeners with different cultural backgrounds (Stevens, 2012) .
Non-robust computational music processing. The automatic extraction of musical attributes is necessary for the large-scale computational analysis of world music. Several computational tools for the analysis of music signals have been designed for the primary aim of Western music analysis (Futrelle & Downie, 2002) . This means that the tools may sometimes not be reliable for automatic processing of world music recordings and further developments should be considered. What is more, the extraction of music information from the audio signal can be largely affected by the audio recording quality (Urbano, Bogdanov, Herrera, Gómez, & Serra, 2014) . This is especially a challenge in world music recordings where recording conditions vary vastly and material is preserved with different degrees of fidelity. The majority of world music recordings originate from fieldwork, where continuous audio streams need to be further segmented and curated (either manually or automatically). The evaluation of audio descriptors becomes an essential task in large-scale computational analysis . The computational study of world music can benefit from the incorporation of additional musical context, for example, music notation, social context, and experts' knowledge and analyses. For example, introducing a music ontology framework (Raimond, Abdallah, Sandler, & Giasson, 2007) covering aspects of world music could contribute significantly to the missing context of audio recordings.
Cultural bias. A cultural bias could affect many aspects of a particular study, from the point of acquiring and selecting data, which features to extract or annotate, which (mathematical, behavioural, computational, cognitive) model to use, and how to interpret the results. The risk of cultural bias is particularly high considering the study of world music requires knowledge of many different music traditions.
Discussion
As discussed in Section 4 we are interested in a large-scale comparative study of world music with computational tools. We reviewed comparative studies with manual and computational approaches and discussed the challenges involved in a large scale study. Below we summarise our conclusions and directions for future work.
A large-scale comparison of world music cultures using computational tools has not been addressed yet. Computational approaches to music corpus analysis have mainly focused on Western popular music (Serrà et al., 2012; Shalit et al., 2013; Mauch et al., 2015) . Computational approaches that have considered world music have either used a relatively small and geographically restricted corpus (e.g., less than 1000 recordings to compare African scales (Moelants et al., 2009 )) or aimed to answer different research questions (e.g., which audio features are most suitable for world music classification (Gómez et al., 2009; Kruspe et al., 2011) ). Manual approaches that focus on world music are usually restricted to relatively small datasets (with the exception of Lomax (1976) and Savage (2017) analysing more than 4000 recordings the remaining approaches have studied corpora of less than 1000 recordings Brown et al., 2014; Le Bomin et al., 2016) ).
The largest corpora in comparative music research have been considered in studies analysing music notation (e.g., almost a million scores were analysed to study the distribution of pitch intervals in classical music (Zivic et al., 2013) ). The advantage of music notation is that it is usually easier to access in contrast to copyrighted sound recordings which are often not available for research. However, while music structure is well represented in music notation, acoustic and performance-style characteristics are not captured. What is more, music notation does not exist in all world music cultures and different notation languages and formats across different styles make the comparison difficult. Therefore a world music comparison based on audio recordings is more plausible in this case.
Given the corpora and methods used in both manual and computational approaches to music corpus analysis as shown in Tables 1 and 2 , and the corresponding criticism as explained in Section 3, we emphasise the following issues that need to be addressed for future computational studies.
The majority of the criticism for both manual and computational approaches has focused on the sample not being representative for the research question under investigation (see (Fink, 2013) for the review of (Serrà et al., 2012) ), the sample size not being large enough for statistical significance of the findings (see (Nettl, 1970) for the review of (Lomax, 1976) ), and the sample not being inclusive of all music cultures of the world (see (Clarke, 2014 ) for a review of ). As discussed in Section 4, the sample size can be maximised by combining recordings from distributed sources and collections and sampling methods can be employed to balance the corpus. The selection criteria to ensure the collection is representative with respect to music style can be fulfilled if additional metadata are available, for example, the geographical origins, the language and culture of the performers, the year it was recorded or the era of the music it represents, as well as the primary purpose of the fieldwork study or recording collection.
Criticism of computational approaches raised the issue of the automatically extracted features not being suitable to capture meaningful music attributes (see (Fink, 2013) for a review of (Serrà et al., 2012) and (Underwood, 2015) for a review of (Mauch et al., 2015) ). What is more, for both manual and computational approaches the set of music descriptors has been criticised for not being complete, i.e., not capturing all essential information about the music in comparison (see (Underwood, 2015) for a review of (Mauch et al., 2015) , (Nettl, 1970) for a review of (Lomax, 1976) ). The audio features need to be perceptually evaluated or otherwise demonstrated to be meaningful and a thorough list of necessary music descriptors should be developed. An alternative solution could be to not rely solely on a set of features, e.g. derived from the music notation (where performance-specific characteristics are missing), or audio signal (where high-level or perceptual features are difficult to capture), but to combine both notation, audio, and metadata information for a more balanced study of world music. For example, semi-automatic approaches where manual annotations complement automatically extracted features (Cabrera et al., 2008; could provide a better representation of the music that could also partly scale to larger corpora. In addition, approaches that learn from weakly labelled data (e.g. using metadata as weak labels) could also be used to extract more reliable high-level MIR features.
Large-scale music comparisons and evolutionary analyses require ad-vanced computational methods. Extra care needs to be taken to not violate assumptions of the underlying statistical tests (see (Underwood et al., 2016) for a review of (Mauch et al., 2015) ). What is more, a good understanding of the musical characteristics of the corpus is required by the person conducting the research to avoid biasing the methodology or the interpretation of any findings (see for example the Western bias remark by Fink (2013) in Section 3). Conclusions are more likely to be reliable if validated by experts in other disciplines including musicology, biology, statistics, history, and anthropology.
The fields of musicology and MIR have set the grounds for large-scale music corpus studies. By reviewing manual and computational approaches we highlighted the advantages and strengths of state of the art studies.
Manual approaches benefit from direct expert knowledge but are limited by the time-consuming task of manual annotation. Computational approaches benefit from the efficient automatic music processing but can be limited by the knowledge represented in the derived attributes. Criticism of popular music corpus studies focuses on the suitability and size of the corpus as well as how meaningful and robust the extracted music attributes are. Taking into account the challenges involved in a large-scale computational analysis of world music and the aforementioned critical remarks we discussed how music corpus studies can be improved in the future. We strongly believe that a large-scale computational comparison is now plausible and, if done properly, could provide valuable insights into world music.
